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From the beginning of the 19th century, the art of making china was well

developed so that manufacture extended beyond the larger household-name 

potteries. The Rathbone brothers had trained in this expanding art and were

ideally placed to form and build a substantial china and earthenware business

that thrived for some 30 years. Rathbone was a well-respected new

medium-sized pottery whose products survive in some quantity for the collector

today.

The history gathers all previous disparate ceramic information and blends this

with research undertaken by Rathbone family historians to create a coherent and 

accurate account of the potter brothers, their families, partnerships and

potteries within and beyond the Staffordshire industry.

900 colour illustrations of china and earthenware record the marks, shapes and

patterns used by Rathbone and its contemporaries. Comparisons with other

potteries of shapes and patterns are shown, erroneous identifications are

corrected and, for the first time, business relationships are explained. Full

cross-reference is made to the major illustrated publications on teapots, cups,

creamers and chinoiserie with positive and negative comment.

This second edition hardback book will enable collectors and dealers to separate

Rathbone china from other potteries and to appreciate the extent of Rathbone

production.
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A4size, bound in hardback with

dust jacket, there are some 240

pages and more than 900 colour

illustrations. Includes identification and

chronology of marks, shapes and

patterns and makes connections and

comparisons with other potteries not

previously achieved.
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